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YOU CAN BE A WEDDING MC is the first publication to cover every situation
a Master of Ceremonies at a wedding might find themselves involved. An instant
classic since its release in June 2000, this easy-to-read handbook is now into its
5th printing and has been updated and expanded each time.

Whether you are the bride and grooms friend or someone with practiced
communication skills who wants a fabulous week-end job, YOU CAN BE A
WEDDING MC will give you heaps of confidence plus an uncomplicated
structure that ensures you look good, sound right and still keep the bride and
groom as the star of their show.

Complete documents you can use immediately include run sheets, checklists,
word-for-word introductions on how to welcome the guests and bridal party, plus
stacks of information on how to perform the important speeches, toasts,
announcements & introductions to speakers including a thank you after they have
finished.

A list of great one-liners & telegrams, audience games, advice on ethnic
receptions, how to handle external entertainers, acting techniques to help deal
with nerves and even guidance on fees and setting up an MC business are all
comprehensively covered in this essential guide.

With this unique paperback, MC of the Year Pete Miller has created a system to
make MCing a wedding an entirely stress-free affair. This straight-forward
structure is clearly outlined in this practical book that guarantees the Master of
Ceremonies will keep the reception running smoothly, keep the guests
entertained and give the Bride and Groom lots of time with their guests.

Filled with great cartoons and lots of humour, this book will make you a
confident and thoroughly professional wedding MC. Pete Millers method is used
by all the leading MCs across the world to help everyone be thoroughly
organised and still really enjoy the event.
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This unique book gives you word for word instructions, announcements and
toasts, tasteful selection of one-liners and telegrams, acting techniques to help
deal with nerves, audience games, advice on fees and how to work as an MC and
Compere, checklists and much, much more.

YOU CAN BE A WEDDING MC (Everything you need to know as a Master of
Ceremonies to ensure the reception runs like clockwork) by Pete Miller is an
entertaining, practical and accessible guide to emceeing weddings aimed at a
broad range of potentially interested parties from the general public, in the form
of astute family and friends of the intended, to professional speakers and venue
managers.

The chapter headings are succinct and well indexed with every detail of the MC s
role covered as well as information on wedding formats, draft speeches, toasts,
hints for working with other wedding professionals such as coordinators, and the
MC s fee arrangements. The text of the work is interspersed with humorous
cartoons, amusing quotes from children about love and memorable MC quotes
and tips.

YOU CAN BE A WEDDING MC also contains testimonials from venues and
married couples. Its thorough approach, generous use of insider knowledge and
warm tone should make this a timeless and appealing publication across the
intended target audience.
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a wedding might find themselves involved. An instant classic since its release in June 2000, this easy-to-read
handbook is now into its 5th printing and has been updated and expanded each time.

Whether you are the bride and grooms friend or someone with practiced communication skills who wants a
fabulous week-end job, YOU CAN BE A WEDDING MC will give you heaps of confidence plus an
uncomplicated structure that ensures you look good, sound right and still keep the bride and groom as the
star of their show.

Complete documents you can use immediately include run sheets, checklists, word-for-word introductions
on how to welcome the guests and bridal party, plus stacks of information on how to perform the important
speeches, toasts, announcements & introductions to speakers including a thank you after they have finished.

A list of great one-liners & telegrams, audience games, advice on ethnic receptions, how to handle external
entertainers, acting techniques to help deal with nerves and even guidance on fees and setting up an MC
business are all comprehensively covered in this essential guide.

With this unique paperback, MC of the Year Pete Miller has created a system to make MCing a wedding an
entirely stress-free affair. This straight-forward structure is clearly outlined in this practical book that
guarantees the Master of Ceremonies will keep the reception running smoothly, keep the guests entertained
and give the Bride and Groom lots of time with their guests.

Filled with great cartoons and lots of humour, this book will make you a confident and thoroughly
professional wedding MC. Pete Millers method is used by all the leading MCs across the world to help
everyone be thoroughly organised and still really enjoy the event.

This unique book gives you word for word instructions, announcements and toasts, tasteful selection of one-
liners and telegrams, acting techniques to help deal with nerves, audience games, advice on fees and how to
work as an MC and Compere, checklists and much, much more.

YOU CAN BE A WEDDING MC (Everything you need to know as a Master of Ceremonies to ensure the
reception runs like clockwork) by Pete Miller is an entertaining, practical and accessible guide to emceeing
weddings aimed at a broad range of potentially interested parties from the general public, in the form of
astute family and friends of the intended, to professional speakers and venue managers.

The chapter headings are succinct and well indexed with every detail of the MC s role covered as well as
information on wedding formats, draft speeches, toasts, hints for working with other wedding professionals
such as coordinators, and the MC s fee arrangements. The text of the work is interspersed with humorous
cartoons, amusing quotes from children about love and memorable MC quotes and tips.



YOU CAN BE A WEDDING MC also contains testimonials from venues and married couples. Its thorough
approach, generous use of insider knowledge and warm tone should make this a timeless and appealing
publication across the intended target audience.
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Editorial Review

Review
Peter, Thank you for your assistance. I was MC at my friends wedding on the weekend and it all went off
nicely. Although I have MC'd quite a few functions over the years, I hadn't done a wedding. Your book
'YOU CAN BE A WEDDING MC' was very helpful. Not only for me, but also for the bride and groom with
establishing a suitable format for the evening. I managed to slot in a few of your one liners which were well
received. The groomsmen were a little unorganized so we also used some of the telegrams from the book.
The bride and groom were very pleased with the whole night. Thanks again for your help. Kind Regards, Bill
Robertson --Bill Robertson

Just wanted to drop you a line and thank you for the terrific book YOU CAN BE A WEDDING MC;. As
best man at my best mates wedding recently, I was also requested to perform the duties of the MC.  When I
was asked to do this, I accepted without thought of what this job actually entailed.  As the date grew closer I
began to become concerned due to the fact that I had absolutely no idea what really went on at wedding
given I usually turn up and proceed to just PARTY!! I searched out your book and with its guidance enabled
my friends to have a superb night.  I not only received compliments on my performance, but people actually
told me they were taking notes - as they had similar things to do in the future. I am accustomed to public
speaking and as such this was not an issue - however the small amount of nerves which are always around
before any performance were confidently hidden due to the fact that I knew exactly what I was going to say
and when. The words I chose to use from the book for introductions and welcomes were so perfect - succinct
yet special. Thanks again I could not have done it without you. Duncan Savage, Hot Ice Partners --email:
Duncan Savage, Hot Ice Partners duncan.savage@hoticepartners.com.au

I just wanted to 'Thank you' once again on the fabulous book 'YOU CAN BE A WEDDING MC'. It truly has
made a difference to my confidence and my approach to my personal goals. I am a customer service officer
for an office supply retailer. Last week I had my first gig as a Wedding MC and I am definitely looking at it
as a healthy source of income. The book thoroughly covered all the questions and fears about being an MC;
let alone public speaking. You truly are to be credited on a book which has changed my life.Thank you Peter
and I wish you continued success for your re-print in the overseas market. Yours Sincerely, Steven
Degollacion --email: Steven Degollacion steved_75@hotmail.com

About the Author
Pete Miller was born in Sydney Australia and attended The Kings School, Parramatta. After graduation from
The Drama Studio Sydney, Pete acted in musicals and on TV soapies moving into the role of a humorous
Master of Ceremonies at corporate conferences and eventually weddings. Pete published his first audio
product 5 EASY STEPS TO A FANTASTIC VOICE in 1996 and followed up with the best-selling manual
YOU CAN BE A WEDDING MC and the guide to business MC work UP FRONT IN CONTROL in 2000.
Since then, there has been a steady stream of audio, video and written material on public speaking, the role
of the emcee, and selling from the stage. His obsession is to ensure that every live event - be it a 3 day
industry conference, educational business seminar, the opening of a new premises, special event awards
night or prestigious wedding reception - be both organised and entertaining. Pete Miller has won the 'MC of
the Year' award three times; firstly in 1998, then again in 2010 and 2011 (ABIA). Nearly every time Pete is
the Master of Ceremonies at a wedding, he is recognized from his appearance as the lead presenter on
Foxtels 'Wedding TV' show. After getting double-booked on the same day, Pete started running workshops
to train speakers and presenters to fill-in when he was already unavailable. This has lead to an international



professional multilingual wedding MC agency business. Beginning with WeddingMC.com.au, the business
is expanding to include Canada, USA, England, New Zealand and South Africa. Pete is still retained by some
of Australia's most successful speakers to coach them in selling from the stage.

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Clara Palmer:

The book You Can Be a Wedding MC - Everything you need to know as a Master of Ceremonies to ensure
the reception runs like clockwork make one feel enjoy for your spare time. You may use to make your
capable more increase. Book can to become your best friend when you getting stress or having big problem
along with your subject. If you can make examining a book You Can Be a Wedding MC - Everything you
need to know as a Master of Ceremonies to ensure the reception runs like clockwork to become your habit,
you can get more advantages, like add your personal capable, increase your knowledge about some or all
subjects. You could know everything if you like available and read a guide You Can Be a Wedding MC -
Everything you need to know as a Master of Ceremonies to ensure the reception runs like clockwork. Kinds
of book are several. It means that, science publication or encyclopedia or other folks. So , how do you think
about this e-book?

William Grant:

Book is to be different per grade. Book for children till adult are different content. As you may know that
book is very important for us. The book You Can Be a Wedding MC - Everything you need to know as a
Master of Ceremonies to ensure the reception runs like clockwork ended up being making you to know about
other information and of course you can take more information. It doesn't matter what advantages for you.
The reserve You Can Be a Wedding MC - Everything you need to know as a Master of Ceremonies to ensure
the reception runs like clockwork is not only giving you a lot more new information but also being your
friend when you really feel bored. You can spend your spend time to read your e-book. Try to make
relationship with all the book You Can Be a Wedding MC - Everything you need to know as a Master of
Ceremonies to ensure the reception runs like clockwork. You never truly feel lose out for everything in the
event you read some books.

Randall Rearick:

Do you have something that that suits you such as book? The book lovers usually prefer to decide on book
like comic, limited story and the biggest one is novel. Now, why not trying You Can Be a Wedding MC -
Everything you need to know as a Master of Ceremonies to ensure the reception runs like clockwork that
give your pleasure preference will be satisfied through reading this book. Reading routine all over the world
can be said as the way for people to know world considerably better then how they react toward the world. It
can't be claimed constantly that reading routine only for the geeky man or woman but for all of you who
wants to be success person. So , for all of you who want to start looking at as your good habit, you could
pick You Can Be a Wedding MC - Everything you need to know as a Master of Ceremonies to ensure the
reception runs like clockwork become your own starter.



Willie Carlos:

You may get this You Can Be a Wedding MC - Everything you need to know as a Master of Ceremonies to
ensure the reception runs like clockwork by check out the bookstore or Mall. Only viewing or reviewing it
can to be your solve trouble if you get difficulties for ones knowledge. Kinds of this e-book are various. Not
only by means of written or printed and also can you enjoy this book by simply e-book. In the modern era
including now, you just looking because of your mobile phone and searching what your problem. Right now,
choose your own ways to get more information about your book. It is most important to arrange yourself to
make your knowledge are still change. Let's try to choose appropriate ways for you.
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